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he introduction of telematics systems 
transformed fleet management. 
Now, the launch of Teletrac 
Navman’s innovative TN360 system 

is about to transform telematics with the 
first AI-powered platform, bringing 
together more data, improving efficiency 
and making effective fleet management 
much simpler.

More data means more intelligent insight
The new TN360 – the first system of its kind 
– uses a scalable cloud ecosystem to bring 
together data across all integrated systems 
such as engine information, driver behav-
iour, sensors, cameras, mobile and third-
party applications in real-time, putting this 
wider range of information into context and 
offering more of an all-round picture. 

AI-driven to turn data into decisions
But it’s what the new Teletrac Navman 
TN360 system does with that data that’s 
really innovative. Rather than leave fleet 
managers with a mountain of data to 
analyse and process, it uses artificial intel-
ligence to do all the number-crunching 
and makes the figures easy to understand, 
allowing users to quickly make more timely 
decisions and recognise opportunities for 
improving efficiency in areas like route 
planning, logistic workflows, maintenance, 
driver behaviour, compliance and fuel 
management. It even features voice-com-
mand technology, so for the latest business 
intelligence metrics on your fleet data all 
you have to do is ask. 

Telematics platform 
that tells you more

Transforming telematics
Using the new TN360 platform brings other 
important advantages too. Crucially, the 
TN360 collects all the information it uses in 
real-time, enabling managers to track 
second-by-second exactly what’s 
happening across their fleet. And, just as 
significant is the fact that the TN360 inte-
grates quickly and seamlessly with third 
party systems, such as IFTTT, Zapier and 
Amazon’s Alexa, allowing transport busi-
nesses to custom-build their own workflow 
to improve efficiency – and profitability.

Putting power in the hands of fleet managers
Having real-time insights to hand in an 
easy-to-understand format on the TN360’s 
dashboard means action can be taken 
when it can have the greatest impact rather 
than after the event – leading to better 
customer service, better safety, better main-
tenance and better compliance. 

In short, the new TN360 system unleashes 
the power of telematics data, using smarter 
insights to simplify day-to-day operations 
– it’s the next phase of digital transforma-
tion in the fleet management market, and 
a real step forward in advanced  
telematics.

T
With the introduction of the first AI-powered platform, the ground-breaking TN360, 
Teletrac Navman takes efficient fleet management to a whole new level

To find out more about the TN360 system, contact Teletrac Navman 
on 0800 060 8298 or visit teletracnavman.co.uk/tn360

“TN360 uses  
artificial intelligence 
to do all the number-

crunching and makes 
the figures easy to 

understand”


